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DownloadMoved this up to Episode 10, which is largely a retread of Episode 9 and only has a few
deviations from that. Well, that’s a wrap for 2018. I’m not sure when I’ll be back again, but if you’re still
with me, then you’re welcome to join me for a new year. -Alex — What do you think? Would you like
to see more episodes? What kind of topics do you want to see? Let me know in the comments! — Fell
Free to Leave a Review at iTunes or Stitcher — Keep up with us on twitter or subscribe to the email
list.Microsoft's John Caseley had two young boys who would come home from school asking for an
iPad. The iPad was the first Microsoft Surface tablet, an attempt to make a no-compromise Windows
Surface competitor, and was a big success. Caseley is now the GM of Surface. With the Surface 3, the
first Intel-powered Surface, Microsoft is returning to its roots, but what does it mean for the Surface
Pro lineup, which is already essentially a MacBook Air/Airbook, a MacBook Pro, and a MacBook
Pro/Surface Book hybrid? When the Microsoft Surface Pro debuted, I wrote: "I don’t know if I want to
call it a Surface Book. It's one thing to put a Surface Book’s full-on, 16:9, touchscreen-and-keyboard
hybrid inside a box, but that’s too much like a Windows PC. For this to be a Surface Book, the screen
has to be bigger than a tablet’s." With the Surface 3, the answer to the "too much like a PC" question is
clearly yes, but the difference in approach — essentially turning the Surface Pro's screen into a hinge
that lets you prop the display up or 2d92ce491b
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